ADDENDUM

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Diana Billingsley

Date: May 30, 2017

Subject: Food Services Management RFP #17-010 Addendum III

This addendum, containing the following revisions, additions, deletions, and/or clarifications, is hereby made a part of the documents for the above mentioned Request for Proposal. Proposers shall take this Addendum into consideration when preparing and submitting their response to this solicitation.

To all prospective bidders, please note the following changes and clarifications:

1. The deadline for submittal for proposals has been extended as follows:

   SUBMITTAL DEADLINE:

   Sealed Proposals will be received at Emergence Health Network, 9609 Carnegie Ave., El Paso, Texas 79925 before 3:00 p.m. Mountain Time, May 16, 2017 June 16, 2017.

   Proposals must be in a sealed envelope and marked:
   “Food Services Management RFP #17-009 due date May 16, 2017 June 16, 2017”

   Do not contact the requesting department. Any questions or additional information required by interested vendors must be emailed to: bidquestions@ehnelpaso.org before May 9, 2017 June 9, 2017 at 12:00 p.m. Mountain Time solicitation number and title must be on the “Subject Line” of the email. Attempts to circumvent this requirement may result in rejection of the proposal as non-compliant.

Any questions or additional information required by interested vendors must be emailed to bidquestions@ehnelpaso.org. RFP number and title must be on the “Subject Line” of the email. Attempts to circumvent this requirement may result in rejection of the proposal.